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“A preposterous theory for a preposterous universe.” – The Author

Preface

I originally called this book Synthesis before the writing of it revealed a more descriptive title.
Synthesis is the genre I am working in. Artist would be an appropriate description of my
background. I am biased towards the right brained, intuitive way of being. Professionally I work
as a designer which is a discipline that merges the analytical with the creative to communicate
in media. The idea for a work of Synthesis came to me from hearing Randall Carlson and
Graham Hancock on the Joe Rogan podcast. Neither are traditional specialists or experts in the
archeological and scientific fields they valiantly challenge. Carlson is a builder by trade,
Hancock is a journalist. On that podcast they described what they do in their books and
research as synthesis. Synthesis is an empowering mode that gives uncredentialed people like
myself a say in the tremendous issues of our times. As a creative person who has studied a
wide array of unconventional topics I believe I'm well suited to synthesize information and offer
an intuitive perspective that may have some value in how we collectively live our lives. I had a
kernel of an insight. By exploring my own mind in the writing of this book that idea has been
clarified for me – and for you. I am no expert. I am allowed to explore, come to conclusions and
correct later. I invite you to do so. This book is a stop on the great journey. I make no claims that
I am the holder of absolute truth when describing events that transpire. But as you’ll find in this

book, I do posit that we all hold within us a universe that is true to us. The problem arises when
billions of these true universes overlap and produce what we know of as consensus reality.

Chaper 1: The Simulation

Elon Musk answered a question about whether we live in a computer simulated reality.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KK_kzrJPS8
“The strongest argument for us being in a simulation, probably being in a simulation is the
following: 40 years ago, we had pong, two rectangles and a dot," Musk said. "That is what
games were. Now 40 years later we have photorealistic 3D simulations with millions of people
playing simultaneously and it's getting better every year. And soon we'll have virtual reality,
augmented reality, if you assume any rate of improvement at all, the games will become
indistinguishable from reality.”
He continues.
“Even if the rate [of technological advancement] drops by a thousand from right now—imagine
it's 10,000 years in the future, which is nothing in the evolutionary scale. So given we're clearly
on a trajectory to have games that are indistinguishable from reality and those games could be

played on a set top box or on a PC or whatever and there would be billions of such computers
or set top boxes, it would seem to follow the odds we're in base reality is one in billions," Musk
said. "Tell me what's wrong with that argument. Is there a flaw in that argument?”
And finally of interest, Musk says this.
“There's a one in billions chance [we're in] base reality," he said. "I think it's one in billions. We
should hope that's true because otherwise if civilization stops advancing, that could be due to
some calamitous event that erases civilization, so maybe we should be hopeful this is a
simulation. Otherwise, we will create simulations that are indistinguishable from reality or
civilization will cease to exist. Those are the two options.”
Musk’s simulation theory is based on Nick Bolstrom’s paper titled “ARE YOU LIVING IN A
COMPUTER SIMULATION?” http://www.simulation-argument.com/simulation.html
I believe there are crucial, transcendent truths embedded into Musk’s thinking. I also
simultaneously believe Musk is wildly off the mark. Musk is musing that a transhuman,
Matrix-like simulated reality is a best-case scenario for the species. He’s also saying there’s a
one in billions chance we’re not already in it. I contend that the simulated aspect of reality is an
eternal, built-in, pre-existing feature of reality. That’s in direct contradiction to Musk’s
technological add-on simulation to base reality. In other words, base reality is like a simulation,
but not a computer generated one.
Musk touches on another massive and crucial point. He doesn’t even seem to know it. He says,
“We should hope [the simulation is] true because otherwise if civilization stops advancing, that
could be due to some calamitous event that erases civilization, so maybe we should be hopeful
this is a simulation…” The rebuttal – or debunk – to his theory is encoded right there in his
words. Calamity. Cataclysm. Catastrophism. It’s also (I believe) a key to understanding what he
might understand as the game-like computer program he thinks is running the reality simulation
“we” collectively experience.
I confess I’m no gamer. But I’m old enough to have played a version of Pong on Atari and
graduated up to Super Mario Bros on Nintendo (and a few more advanced systems in
successive years, but it’s not important). Games are coded reality simulations. If you lose the
game, it ends...but you always get to start over. The same applies if you win. In nearly every
game there are levels. We can use game levels as a metaphor for the world we find ourselves
in right now. We are in a level. Even if we have no direct memory of prior levels, we are certainly
not in level one. We actually may be at the final level of the game. It’s not a given that we will
win the game. If we lose, we might get to start over. But that’s not a given either.

Chapter 2: Game Architecture: Precession, Cycles, Cataclysm

I’ve come to believe that the stars encode truths about time. The night sky is our celestial map
to understanding the base reality simulation. The slow precession of our planet earth takes
about 25920 years to complete. This is known as a great year. The year is broken down into 12
ages we know as zodiac signs. We’re currently in Pisces transitioning to Aquarius. Randall
Carlson, Graham Hancock and Walter Cruttenden (to name only a few) have done fantastic
work scientifically showing how precessional knowledge was woven into ancient sites like
Stonehenge and the Giza pyramids. Hancock in particular has demonstrated with innumerable
archaeological facts that there must have been a very ancient advanced civilization that was
wiped out at the end of the last ice age by a combination of climate change, meteors and
deluge. A few survivors of that cataclysm seeded the great ancient civilizations we know. This is
a fascinating and fulfilling field of study. For my purposes, it shows that the nature of our base
reality “simulation” is cyclical. I also believe it's spiracle –meaning the cycles gradually move in a
forward direction, not in a 2 dimensional loop.
Cruttenden has put forward research to suggest that our sun actually orbits around another star,
possibly Sirius. He contends that this is the cause of earth’s precession as our entire solar
system moves through the galaxy in a 25920 year orbit. Most interestingly, his thesis suggests
¡?that our consciousness is affected by our position to that star. This gives meaning and
explanation to classifications like “Golden Age” and “Dark Age”. Our consciousness becomes
more aware of itself in “higher ages” because of celestial positioning and our exposure to
specific electromagnetic frequencies. If this is true, it would make the cyclical, game-like nature

of base reality inescapable. In darker ages we would be more prone to animalistic materialism
perhaps as in after the fall of Rome. Higher ages would see a blossoming of art and science like
in the Renaissance.
Carlson and Hancock have done significant work showing how cataclysm may be tied to the
precessional cycle. That would be further confirmation of the cycle. Like a game, the challenge
of cataclysm continues to arise. Catastrophe is not actually a given. Neither is survival. Celestial
positioning gives us what can be thought of as the superpowers of higher consciousness to win
the game. Even if you’re not sold on this compelling theory, you can at least be sure that we
have yet to win this game.
Instead of me trying to convince skeptics of precession, I recommend reading the researchers I
mentioned to learn more. For the scaffolding of this book, I am taking their core ideas and
building on them as if they were established fact (and they one day might well be).

Chapter 3: Consciousness cannot be created (or destroyed)

Proponents of transhumanism seem to believe they (we?) will one day be able to simulate, or
even create, consciousness. According to the originator of the computer reality simulation
theory, Nicholas Bostrom, there are only three possibilities for humanity:
1. We're literally living in a computer simulation
2. There is a strong aversion in advanced civilizations to making "ancestor
simulations"—that is, highly evolved civilizations have no interest in making what are
essentially video games of their past

3. Something destroys all civilizations before they're able to advance to the point where
they are technologically capable of simulating consciousness
Source: https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/elon-musk-simulated-universe-hypothesis
I’m struck by the blind spot regarding consciousness. It almost seems casual to Bolstrom – a
given – that we will one day be able to simulate consciousness. Like Musk, he’s simultaneously
wrong AND onto something he doesn’t appear to be aware of. 1. Yes, we are living in a kind of
of simulation (although not a computer one). 2. is completely uninteresting and irrelevant and
need not be discussed. 3. Yes, something may indeed destroy all civilizations (as described in
Chapter 2), yet simulating consciousness has nothing to do with stopping it. In The Matrix
movies human mind was enslaved but consciousness was not created. It might appear that
some of the characters who were not human in the Matrix had consciousness. Despite
appearances, true consciousness cannot be programmed. No matter how smart AI becomes it
can never be conscious. It would ultimately be psychopathic. Even if programmed to be kind, it
would simply be psychopathically empathic.

Chapter 4: All Is Mind

Decarte is known for his phrase “I think therefore I am.” That’s all any of us can ever know. Our
senses give us a very limited experience of true reality. Although I think Musk is on the wrong
trail suggesting we could be living in a computer simulation of reality, we are almost certainly
living in a reality simulation of another kind.
If you’re not familiar with The Slits experiment I encourage you to find an explanation on
YouTube. Google “the observer effect physics”. Also of relevance to Google is S
 chrödinger's Cat
thought experiment paradox. These quantum experiments demonstrate that reality only exists
when there is an observer. When there is no observer, particles remain waves of potential. The
implications of this are profound.
It means the observing mind is the creator of reality. US. We create all we know. How is this
possible? Let’s make a distinction between mind and brain. Consider how demonstrably
powerful your brain is. It makes your heart beat, lungs work, heals you...all without you having to
consciously control any of it. Your brain is already doing things, seemingly basic things, modern

technology can only dream of. Although science doesn’t have an answer, what is more powerful
than the amazing brain? Consciousness. We can call it mind. It is the breath of life. Consider
now that there are different aspects of mind. There is conscious mind and subconscious mind.
According to Dr. Bruce Lipton the subconscious accounts for 95% of the human mind. The
remaining 5% of conscious mind, where we think we spend all our time, accounts for a pretty
tiny percentage of mind. So what is the subconscious mind doing?
Your subconscious mind literally creates your reality. Remember, all you can ever know is
consciousness. Your experience of everything takes place in consciousness. What you consider
material could actually be illusion. The subconscious works with what Jung described as the
collective unconscious mind to manifest a consensus reality.
What does this mean? We scientifically know at the quantum level that sans observer, what we
think of reality is not manifest, just wave potential. We know that our collective mind is powerful
enough to create what we know as reality. It’s hard to believe that we are that powerful. That we
are co-creators of the universe. The conclusion is that all is mind. This is worth exploring deeply.
But for the purposes of this book we will take this as fact and build on it.

Chapter 5: The Multiverse and the Mandela Effect

The Mandela Effect is a theory of parallel universes to explain why masses of people have
similar memories about past events that did not happen. Max Loughan explains that CERN may
have destroyed our past universe and we are now living in a slightly different universe within the

multiverse. The video seems to have been removed by YouTube but was reproduced in other
places. Try searching for “genius max loughan explains the mandela effect.” When I saw this I
immediately thought perhaps there was a connection between the destroyed universe and the
prophesied end date of the Mayan Calendar of December 21, 2012 (a precessional
correspondence). Although we don’t recall the catastrophe, it did happen, triggering the
Mandela effect. This new universe only has insignificant differences from the old. We can only
seem to identify them in collective pop culture memory. We needn't take this as fact, but the
theory can help us understand what is going on in base reality.

Chapter 6: Crisis of Truth

We take it on faith that there is such a thing as fact – that events transpire in one objective way.
We rationalize wildly differing accounts of events as failures of perception. We continue to
doggedly believe in a linear narrative of events despite seemingly infinite amounts of evidence
to the contrary. For example: we construct highly complex legal entities around this ideal. Let us
take stock of what we have explained thus far.
1. There is a cyclical/spiracle connecting structure to base reality.
2. Consciousness (mind) precedes AND creates reality
3. Universes can collide creating different memories of the collective past (Mandela Effect).
I don’t mean to suggest there is no such thing as truth. I’m saying two contradictory things can
be simultaneously true. This may not be a healthy state of reality. We should be concerned
about it. It could be an indication of base reality dysfunction. How can this happen?

It goes back to Musk’s simulation. While I believe we “debunked” the idea of a computer
simulation, the metaphor is still apt. We are in a consciousness simulation which we’re calling
base reality. If one at least understands that it’s consciousness creating our collective reality,
colliding truths should be no surprise. Now we can explore why these truths are colliding.

Chapter 7: Great Truth: Morality, Natural Law, Harmony

Mark Passio, whatonearthishappening.com

We must divide what we call truth in two: 1. Great Truth and 2. events. Words can convolute,
especially when we use the same word to describe completely different things. Great Truth can
be understood as morality. It might be easiest to understand as “harm no beings”. I prefer what I
feel is a more scientific understanding of morality. Live and act in harmony and accord with
nature. When one is guided by Great Truth we have a cypher to understand conflicting events.
What happened in an event is not as important as the effect of that event. If the effect equates
to an immoral one (causing harm/disharmony with nature) we will know the right action (or
non-action) to take in response to the event – The right action being whatever restores
harmony.

We have established that we live in a base reality that has become fragmented by conflicting
event perceptions. It is a crisis of truth because there is a crisis of morality. People don’t agree
on morality which is what’s most important. The effect is that they do not agree on the events
they are experiencing in what they understand as “real time.”

Chapter 8: Exploitation of the Simulation

Mark Passio, whatonearthishappening.com

Those armed with a morality/truth cypher who understand all is mind will be living closest to the
true state of things. They will literally see reality simulations collide before them. They will
question and marvel at how facts can contradict each other. It will become evident that those
who don’t have this understanding are living in a synthetic simulation not of their own making. A
simulation that feeds on and is strengthened by their attention energy.
It remains true that we create our own reality at the subconscious and unconscious level.
Factions with this knowledge have exploited this aspect of reality. For a long-time in America,

partisan politics served as an effective way to control the simulation. One can find ample factual
proof for whichever side of the divide one chooses. Because there were typically only two
mainstream controlled worldviews most people would not have noticed that there were two
reality simulations running, even delivering two equally valid facts to verify opposing viewpoints.
“We’re good, they’re bad. We’re smart, they’re dumb.” This could be thought of as a hack, or a
virus, on top of base reality. It’s starting to break down.

Chapter 9: Extreme Reality Collisions

It used to be that when a report of a terrorist event happened, most did not question its veracity.
The news reports the facts. We believe them. Over the last decade, especially when a terrorist
event happens, reams of news are produced. Political persuasions used to be largely unified in
the narratives people believed. Today when there's a terrorist attack one can find proofs for at
least four distinct narratives. The official one reported in the news is that an evil terrorist has yet
again slipped through the cracks. The second narrative, popular in informed geopolitical circles,
is “blowback”,  where there is a clear cause (western military aggression abroad) and logical
effect (terrorist retaliation). A third is more conspiratorial, where western intelligence services
have entrapped a patsy to participate in an atrocity. The fourth is fringe conspiratorial where a
terrorist event is completely fabricated by the collusion of media and government. No one
actually died. The astounding thing about these 4 widely divergent narratives is that through the

internet one will find conclusive proof that will verify all of the above narratives to the believing
observer. How is this possible? Why would the universe deliver proof of a lie?
I believe this is Schroedinger’s Car paradox writ large. It is proof that we are creating the reality
we experience. It is proof that base reality is fragmented. We are living in something like Musk’s
computer simulation. What he hasn't pondered yet is that different simulations can be be
running simultaneously, coexisting, overlapping and interacting with each other. For the few that
have ejected from dominant consensus reality (typically a left/right partisan paradigm) they can
see these reality glitches. What they see is a very, very sick world.
Once you realize this is happening it is actually a kind of cul de sac to become vested in any
one version of reality. Many tend to have reverence for journalists in whatever reality confirming
perspective they are reporting. They do very important work. However, when we realize that
multiple base reality simulations are running simultaneously we must approach journalism with
extreme caution.
This is where the morality/truth cypher becomes our greatest asset. I contend that events are
nowhere near as important as their causes and effects. We have shown that WE are the
causes. Our collective unconscious creates consensus reality. Now we must assess the effects
of events to determine Great Truth. In the example of a terror event, what typically follows is
enhanced security, loss of privacy, loss of rights, and brutal retaliation onto innocent parties.
Every single effect listed is a moral transgression. From there we can work backwards to
determine that whatever compelled us to endorse and ultimately take immoral action is what is
false. We can do this without obsessing over details. It is futile to obsess over such details in a
base reality running multiple colliding simulations.

Chapter 10: Deceptively Comical, Simulated Base Reality
Collisions

A Flat Earther movement continues to pick up steam and snowball on the internet. If you haven’t
encountered this information yet you may find it very funny on first hearing about it. It is exactly
what it sounds like so I won’t get into detail explaining it. The most curious thing I find about this
movement is the thousands of hours devoted to scientific explanation of a flat earth. You might
laugh again, but they have some pretty compelling material. They are running what Musk might
call outdated software from a previous level of the game. Flat Earthers have one profound
understanding (which may not be evident to most), that WE are the center of the universe. They
actually don’t even live in a universe. They live in a mythical realm with a firmament of heaven
above and hell below.
Even if you believe flat earthers are delusional, using our perception scaffolding of prior
chapters we can say that their flat earth world is true…(to them). When I apply the truth cypher
to flat earth it is difficult to see overt transgressions of morality if one chooses this position.
I might only suggest that flat earth is too limiting a concept for the splendor of reality. Consider
that we have established we create the world with consciousness. The globe world in an infinite

universe speaks more to how powerful we really are. Instead of showing the many proofs to a
flat earther, I would try this approach. We get to choose our reality to a large extent. Choosing
flat earth is choosing finite potential in humanity. Our potential is infinite.

Chapter 11: It’s People! The Multiverse is People!

My colleague Pokemahon offered his thoughts on the multiverse. He writes:
“Each perspective is a universe in the multiverse. In fact with each new perception a universe is
reset or re-manifested. A string of mind activities and a store consciousness full of memories
which become the associations with which we constantly reassemble the world/universe and
believe it is one continuous life. The secret is that all these universes are all just mind activity
made of and contained within infinite consciousness. No boundaries, no start or end to
consciousness. It's always been here and never goes. It's only mind activity (fleeting mental
formations) that arise and pass. The thing is, it's not a secret. The whole infinite field can reveal
itself little by little or all at once. If you focus on stimuli in a particular moment in relaxed way,
you realize, "now" is always the same. It's just the content that changes.
No time. Just an infinitely small moment >>> “now”.

“If you concentrate on the body or breath in a relaxed way for long enough, you can even
experience it seem to dissolve from solid, to light in and as consciousness. I've had that
experience many times. Or you take a good hit of acid.”
“But if you focus and relax long and Dee m enough, the mind slips away and the world goes
with it. But consciousness is still there. That is generic, everyone can do that and that is who we
all are. That one universal field. But each one of us takes on a finite mind to create a finite
seeming universe. But nothing is permanent except the main platform: consciousness.”
“Imagination is part of the trick.”
Pokemahon adds an additional thought.
“It doesn't exist for you if it doesn't manifest in your mind. Robert Castillo describes all
experience, all seeming manifestation, as "appearances". He teaches non-duality. Duality being
the belief in a self separate from the whole, which is consciousness. There's no way to really
intellectualize what it is and get to the heart of it. At best, there are strong metaphors.”
“The problem with thinking your way to the holy grail of truth is that the thinking mind deals with
concepts, and consciousness is not a concept, it just is.”

Chapter 12: Aliens

For many people aliens are real. Some have experienced abductions. This is not so for people
who choose not to believe in extraterrestrial encounters. Knowing that every person is a
universe in the multiverse we can now better understand the vivid contact experiences so many
have described. These things really happened to many of those people. And yet, aliens are
simply incongruent with the universe of others. I can say that aliens have not, thus far, been part
of my universe. Although I wouldn’t call it “proof,” there are plenty of breadcrumbs to credibly
choose a universe with an active alien presence. Applying the Truth Cypher, I see no harm or
reason to question that ET contact is true experience for most people that have it.
However, it’s not hard to envision a scenario where the corporate media makes a move to
present ET presence as part of a consensus reality they attempt to control. Assuming most of
their audience does not live in an ET universe, this kind of revelation would be quite shocking.
The fear would present yet another opportunity for government and media to manipulate the
public into willfully acquiescing to the reduction of their freedom. The Truth Cypher shows that
an effect that results in harm means we must question the motive and truthfulness of the event.
If masses are able to utilize the Truth Cypher, even if people cannot agree on an overlapping
universe of events, seeing harm to themselves or others as fallout can help to unite disparate
minds toward right action.

Chapter 13: On Solipsism

Mark Passio, whatonearthishappening.com

I realize it might appear that we are playing with solipsism even as I consider it a very
dangerous ideology. Let’s dissect the above definition to distinguish how the base reality of
universes within the multiverse we have described differs from a solipsist’s.
“The ideology that one’s own mind is sure to exist.” That would be the primary difference we
have with solipsism. Billions (maybe trillions) of minds exist, all part of a greater mind. The
greater mind could be described as the deeper collective unconscious.
“Solipsists contend that knowledge of anything outside one’s own mind is unsure, hence there is
no such thing as objective truth, and nothing about the external world and it’s working can
actually be known.” This one is tricky. I am advocating every mind perceives a unique and “true”
universe. I am not saying anything outside one’s own perception is unsure. I am saying be sure
that every single person experiences a universe as true as you do. This produces innumerable
conflicting versions of events. As we do share a consensus reality, those we interact with will

experience a similar universe. I am suggesting a paradox. That there is an infinity worth of
objective truth because every person is a universe of truth within the multiverse. The last piece,
that “nothing about the external world...can be known” is extreme nihilism and could lead one
rapidly down a path of violating natural laws. One can easily corroborate and compare notes
with another individual to arrive at a more micro consensus reality. It might be too much to get
into, but any person you actually interact with on a regular basis would likely be living in a
universe only shades different than your own. However, it is true that you can never experience
life through another person’s eyes. Thus, in a small way there is some minor similarity that can
be gleaned from a piece of Mark Passio’s solipsism definition. We differentiated between Great
Truth and events in chapter 6. It must be noted that Mark describes solipsism as the greatest
sin and I agree. Please refer to his work for a greater understanding of natural law and the
occult.
Chapter 14: Not Postmodernism

Chapter 14: Corporate Media is an Amoral Hack on Base Reality

Despite billions of universes (people) running concurrently on this planet, corporate media
claims to be the arbiter of truth. This is not a new phenomenon. It's not that interesting to labor
the well worn point that contemporary mainstream media (MSM) is not what it purports to be.
But it is useful to see it for what it is: a metaphorical software hack, a virus, a parasite on base
reality. MSM asks that we surrender our consensus reality-creating power and choose someone

else’s as the one true universe. It's hard not to to fall into the MSM reality trap and conclude
humanity to be depraved and the world an awful place. Of course we must apply the Truth
Cypher. Broadly, MSM seeks to make us afraid. Fear is the worst place to operate from to make
rational and moral decisions. If an entity is seeking domination fear is a good way to do it. It is
psychological violence. Violence is a violation. Thus MSM commits daily moral transgressions.
There are many rabbit holes one could go down to determine what the false reality projections
are. The most important thing is to simply recognize that choosing an MSM dominated reality is
to opt in to be harmed and manipulated, and to also contribute to harm by proxy, making one
complicit. Once we know what’s going on it’s incumbent upon us to make a better choice. We
are so powerful and MSM reality so brittle. A great change looks to be underway. One can see
its death throes as their reality projections grow more and more unhinged.
We should also look at corporate media with some historical context. Contrary to MSM’s reality
projection we actually live in the best time ever in known recorded history for media. When a
mass of people realize we no longer need MSM to tell us what is real and how to feel about the
universe they describe the sorcerer’s spell will be broken. It might seem especially bad right now
because more and more people are able to see the sham that has been perpetuated on us.
Simultaneously, there are myriad new independent media operations picking up slack for the
investigative journalism corporate MSM has ceased to do. We know that every media outlet
describes a particular universe. We should not put all our eggs in any one universe describer.
We must eclectically take in news from various sources, even ones we are not inclined to agree
with, and filter the information ourselves. No one can get it “right” because in a multiverse there
are multiple differences in how events have unfolded. We can stop fighting what the universe is
telling us, that many things appear true at the same time. We can analyze intended effects and
assess what our responses should be.
As a research project, find a divisive issue and gather all the facts you can about it from a wide
variety of MSM. I expect you will find facts supporting all sides of any number of issues. This
should prove the hypothesis that multiple universes are overlapping and serving up different
true facts. Some issues are synthetic to divide and conquer (we’ll get into that). You may find it
makes more sense to abstain from taking a side on numerous issues of the day. Particularly,
when you use the Truth Cypher, you might find either side to be an immoral, false choice. The
dominant universe may even compel us to make immoral choices by its very elaborate
architecture. We always have a choice, but it may seem  unpragmatic to dogmatically put
ourselves at risk in outright rejecting immoral, false universes. This must be done strategically,
by aligning with others who see what’s going on and are unified by the simplest code of morality
as articulated by Confucius: What you do not wish for yourself, do not do to others. That is the
essence of the Truth Cypher and we must learn to use it to decode the news events of the day.
Am I being harmed? Are other beings being harmed? Is my consent being manufactured to
legitimize the harming of others so they can do this in my name?

Chapter 15: That Old Time Religion {Software}

Mark Passio, whatonearthishappening.com

Religion is old (metaphorical) reality simulation software. It’s fairly similar to Flat Earth with a big
exception that religion typically doesn’t leave much room for free thought (and Flat Earthers are
the freest thinkers you will ever come across.) Religion can be extremely dangerous because
faith in the realities it offers will provide believers with what they feel is justification to violate
morality. It may be the oldest of the base reality dominators. It acts very much like MSM in
declaring itself an arbiter of the truth but goes even deeper. Religion is much more overt in
leveraging the imaginations of its believers than MSM. One’s universe actually is created by
imagination. Religion hijacks this fundamental property of reality and feeds off it. Much like ET
contact, believers might commune with interdimensional beings. While this does not compute
for the scientifically minded, it cannot be denied that much in the foundational ancient history of
consensus reality is based on these religious supernatural experiences. Religion shows us a
more nuanced way to use the Truth Cypher. Even if a supernatural being appears to an ancient
prophet with instructions, those instructions could be to commit moral atrocity. Thus we can
conclude religious experience need not be held on a pedestal as a singular, spectacular event–
especially with our contemporary knowledge of alien contact. We must always study effect. If
the effect was non-defensive harm toward another being we can conclude that even those
instructions coming from God himself (he would indeed exist in some universes) would be
immoral. To be fair, if one’s beliefs do not harm others, the Truth Cypher would determine that
there is nothing inherently wrong with following a religion. Encoded in religions are deep,

ancient stories that can help us better understand the universe and our place in it. We must not
throw the baby out with the bathwater.

Chapter 16: The Internet is an Interdimensional Window

We common person’s might not have become aware of coexisting universes if not for the
Internet. Photography and print media hinted at them but most did not question what was
presented. It's now possible to produce stories with totally conflicting, yet accurate facts. The
internet demonstrates this every day. Why? Unless you were there you can't actually know if
events described happened in your universe. You must decide to accept what is real. The
operative word is you. Remember at the beginning of this book we established that your
consciousness is all you can know and have ever known? Thus narratives outside of
experiential sensorial experience must be accepted to be true. Media is a veil. We know it's a
half truth. We see it's mastery of visual and sonic reality in blockbuster movies and games.
There is no need to ever accept what you read on the internet as real. With Truth Cypher we at
least have a guiding principle to help us with what we decide is real.

Chapter 17: You Are the Center of the Universe – an Education

John Taylor Gatto writes in chapter 14 of his book The Underground History of American
education:
In materially evidentiary terms, the sun is at the center of the solar system, not the earth,
and the solar system itself is lost in the endless immensity of space. I suppose most of
you believe that; how could you not? And yet, as far as we scientifically know to date,
only planet Earth looks as if it were designed with people in mind. I know that Carl Sagan

said we’ll find millions of populated planets eventually, but right now there’s only hard
evidence of one. As far as we know, you can’t go anyplace but earth and stay alive for
long...Planet Earth is most definitely not the center of your personal life. It’s merely a
background which floats in and out of conscious thought. The truth is that both
psychologically and spiritually you are the center of the solar system and the universe.
Don’t be modest or try to hide the fact. The minute you deny what I just said, you’re in
full flight from the responsibility this personal centrality entails: to make things better for
the rest of us who are on the periphery of your consciousness.
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2010/09/john-taylor-gatto/students-have-freedom-of-speech-and-th
e-press/
I found that to be a moment of profundity in a book focused on mining the history of where the
failed public education system in the United States came from. I don’t even have much to add. It
seems to me the bridge to unite the extreme universe poles of scientism and flat earth. As
always, balancing of extremes is the path of Great Truth.

Chapter 18: “Don't hate the player hate the game.” But It’s the
wrong game, so why play?

If you hate “the” game don't play it. We've explained that most are not even playing their own
game. If you are not playing your own game, it is a guarantee that you certainly won't be
winning. “The house always wins.” Build your own house. The key to winning all games lies right
there in that discovery. If we don't comply with bad games they eventually become obsolete.
That's the secret. If you try to valiantly compete to win in someone else's reality, even the
“winners” find crushing unforeseen obstacles. It never actually ends. The mythological cyclical
structure of a bad game will keep you running for eternity until you admit that it's been rigged.
The only way to “win” is not to play.

Chapter 19: Destroy Bad Universes

As Gatto says, we are the center of the universe. This is the most empowering realization you
will ever have. And yet, crystal balls (interdimensional portals like the internet) entice and
frighten us with uncountable universes. We have demonstrated that they are all operating
simultaneously. Navigating them is difficult and even maddening. Most will choose cul de sac
reality simulations such as partisanship. These conveniently give one permission to ignore the
cacophony of conflicting facts in favor of whatever supports the universe you have aligned
yourself with. The growing number of people who have rejected partisanship can easily see how
both realities are simply a two-sided coin of one. The effects of these realities both lead to
enslavement, materialism, war, murder, selfishness and all manner of harm to ourselves and to
others. It is also harm we inflict by proxy on others by choosing to exist in these terrible realms.
Yet there is great opportunity here. At least in America there are really only two dominant
consensus realities. Their very existence depends on our belief in them. It seems irresponsible,
but one could simply tune them out. Revel in your full sensory universe. What I found by doing
this is that the quality of my life drastically improved. My mood is not held hostage by whatever
the latest event the partisan media has cooked up. Consider that what they do is a kind of
sorcery. They will events into being. They require your attention to become part of consensus
reality. Imagine if we all just simply stopped paying attention? The reality making machine would
collapse. Yet, reality itself would not. We would naturally transition to a better consensus reality.
One more connected to our sensory one. The sensory reality of one’s own experience, at least

mine, is markedly more civil and pleasant than the one I’m bombarded with via mass media.
When it becomes uncivil, there is usually no question about what’s right and wrong. One rarely
needs to engage Truth Cypher in the subjective sensory universe. Our intuition usually tells us
what we need to know.

Chapter 20: Should I: A.) Choose a Universe B.) Make a Universe
or C.) Co-create a Universe?

A) Choose a universe
Once we’re conscious that we are in a multiverse there are only three choices. Choose, make or
co-create a universe. Hopefully we’ve thoroughly gone over the peril of c hoosing a universe. We
all know the universes that are on offer. They are mind traps. They require your fear and
selfishness to fuel them. It is very hard to make virtuous moral choices in fixed dialectical

paradigms which both lead to suffering by way of your consent. Synthetic universes like this
might even lead one to falsely believe that we are living in a computer simulation. Although
protest seems noble, it is often the wrong tactic. Disengagement on a mass scale is the only
way to destroy a “choice” universe.
B) Make a Universe
Completely making one’s own universe is madness – or art. It is not advisable to completely
unplug from consensus base reality. It’s not hard to imagine scenarios where someone has
done this. Our Truth Cypher would show that to live in such a way could be extremely harmful to
those around us. Consider how this might play as a parent. Making a universe does have a
perfect place in creating works like novels, films and music. These universes become real, part
of the realm of mind. Artifice provides a way to partition creations from base reality while still
interacting with it. Deeper even than consensus base reality is the eternal archetypal universe of
mythology. That is what we interact with when we make universes.
C) Co-create the Universe
Our best choice is to co-create the universe. Our Truth Cypher shows us that we needn’t reject
all presentations of reality, just the ones that are harmful to us and others. If we’re guided buy
genuine interest and passion, when universes that don’t transgress morality compel us we can
feel emboldened to integrate them with our universe. We needn’t accept entire universes. Just
the pieces that work. Never feel guilty for rejecting realities the media and your peers are fully
vested in. Any universe that compels one to do evil is suspect.

Chapter 21: “We Are Spirits in a Material World”

Sting’s chorus/title lyric is profound. It might be more useful to consider that what we are is
material in a spirit world...in a material world. There is only one consciousness. The one

consciousness gives birth to the multiverse. The one consciousness inhabits all multiverses.
The material is a property of mind. Thus the material may be altered in different universes.

Chapter 23: What About All Those Unfortunates Who Don’t get to
Choose?

I wrote this title before I had figured out the problem. Even now I don’t have it figured out. I think
we can find an answer in the scaffolding we've established in this book. If you were to shut out
all media full stop, your focus would automatically shrink to your immediate universe. We have
been indoctrinated to believe it is a virtue to be “informed.” Many feel guilt for feeling uninformed
of current events. But why? Is it really an immoral act to solely direct attention to one’s sensorial
universe? I wouldn’t give a hermit in a monastery a hard time about it. Maybe what we’re
actually responsible for is to make the sensory universe we actually have the power to control
as good as it can be. Peering into the internet crystal can give one a deluded idea that we could
(or should) do something about suffering we see well beyond our sphere of influence. It’s this
kind of attention that causes so many Americans to obsess over the pageantry of presidential
politics while neglecting their own backyards. It can also make one feel responsible for wrong
doing one’s state does in their name. A very few people do have this kind of reach and

influence. Most of us don’t. We should focus on visceral change for the better we are actually
capable of making. When you see someone suffering in your path, help them. When you see
someone suffering in media...well, there’s many questions to ask and you must consult your
Truth Cypher. Suffering in media is often used to direct one’s energy toward a specific
consensus reality conclusion.
There were many images of people suffering in the Syrian city of Aleppo in 2016. MSM focused
on convincing Americans that Syrian President Bashir Assad was an evil, ruthless dictator that
needed to be eliminated. Even if one did not study the dubious provenance of these images or
the wild contradictions of allying with terrorists to depose a democratically elected leader...the
effect of going to war because “Assad is bad” should be enough for anyone with a moral
character to pause. From that pause we can follow the trail back and short circuit media that
aims to justify immoral actions. With a Truth Cypher we can at least disengage from bad
realities, even if we don’t have the time or energy to “debunk” them.

Chapter 24: Who is Controlling “Reality”?

(Although if you look at the work of Rupert Sheldrake it looks like mind transcends skull...which is part of the premise
of this book.)

By now you should know the answer. You are. The power of your attention is the most powerful
force in your universe. The observer effect applies as much to waves and particles as it does
media. Bad media encouraging immoral action will be collapsed to nothing when observers stop
feeding it. If you're looking for the bad reality puppeteers it's not as simple as identifying a cabal.
While there is certainly a hierarchy pyramid of control I believe those who participate would find
that there is always a higher level, even applying to those who consider themselves at the top.
The nature of the game is dominate and be dominated. All who play are enslaved. Yet it is a

game of the mind. You can choose a different game. Better yet you can choose to co-create a
better game. It's all mental. You are the master of your universe.

Chapter 23: What Happens When We Apply the Truth Cypher to
Some Consensus Narratives?

Global Warming

The climate change narrative needs us to operate purely in the mode of fear. It is an end time
science prophecy that demands our complete subjugation to the state savior. If we sacrifice our
way of life, maybe we can avert disaster. In its most extreme versions it requires that humanity
view itself as a parasite. (And consider that the consensus universe would cease to exist if
humans went extinct.) While no one knows what will happen in the future, global warming
saviors require our debasement and enslavement to deliver on their promise. Truth Cypher
helps us detect that many are collectively harmed and sacrificed for the “greater good.” That
effect is an indicator that this issue must be researched thoroughly before we acquiesce to
these dubious solutions.

Wars

Any force taken against another that is not in self defense is violence which is a transgression of
morality.

Security

Ramped up security is always directed at us with a cover story of fighting terrorism. Why is it we
are the ones who are policed even though we are not the perpetrators?

Surveillance

Related to security, why is our privacy compromised when we are the ones who are said to be
protected? The effect of living in a digital panopticon, in fear, is to police one’s own thoughts.
When you realize this is your reality and not theirs you will question what business have they
peering into our communications with the paternal excuse of security? We are sovereign adults.

Taxes

We give our hard earned treasure to the state on penalty of prison. We are coerced to fund
abhorrent action. We pay for our enslavement.

Gun Control

Fear is used to make us grateful to our captors who we’re told protect us. Yet there is now
ample media showing that these protectors murder us with impunity. A society where we
assume responsibility for our own security might be no worse than the alternative.

Immigration

Mega states leave no say for real communities to decide who they welcome. No one should
force anyone into your house. No one should force anyone into your community. Yet, when we
see suffering we should help people. Also, Truth Cypher reveals very uncomfortable truths
where we realize our hypocrisy and complicity regarding this issue. For example, the European
refugee crisis (I write this in 2017), was dramatically amplified by western aggression that

destabilized countries like Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Syria. For Americans we could revisit
violent history of a country built on African slave labor and Native American genocide. This is
not the place to detail the evils of statism, but I must mention it seems the only way out of these
conundrums is to neuter the state and empower small communities. It does relate because we
have made a case that our real responsibility in this life is to do as much good as we can within
our actual sensory world. An autonomous small community could determine if they could
accommodate immigrants.

Chemtrails and geoengineering

Even if one discounted geoengineering whistleblowers and hundreds of public patents,
Wikipedia itself (a major culprit in perpetuating a bad universe) says it's not understood why
contrails persist for so long, blotting out the sun which can affect temperature and crops. Truth
Cypher says we must be concerned about this issue at any level of conspiracy. More so, in a
multiverse some are living in universes where this is benign while on another end of the
spectrum others see trails as an ET conspiracy to genocide the planet. Yes, all are true. Truth
Cypher says we must care at any level we can because trails are manifest in consensus reality.
Not a single one leads to any good. At least we can start there.

Carnism
Although eating meat is woven into the fabric of most people’s consensus reality, the scale of
suffering it incurs is impossible to reconcile with “harm no beings.” One can rationalize and the
issue quite compellingly, but one can never say “no being’s suffered.” It’s very interesting that
health is used as a convincing justification. One can find facts saying we need animal protein to
be healthy and short circuit the moral argument. However, we can find also find true facts
showing that we can survive and thrive if we eliminate meat altogether in favor of a plant-based
diet. Using the Truth Cypher, it is unambiguous which reality’s effects are causing less harm.
Understandably, changing what we eat affects is fundamentally. It seems and feels very difficult
to do. Choosing facts that support a carnist position is easier. I’m uninterested in evangelical
veganism. Choosing and co-creating one’s reality can only be done at the individual level. It
cannot be coerced (for that would be violence according to the Truth Cypher). If one ascribes to
one of the seven occult Hermetic Principles laid out in the Kybalion about the fabric of reality,
that all is polarity, we have a more nuanced way to view morality. Yes, there is right and there is
wrong/good and evil. However, some evils are worse than others. For example, sucker
punching someone is less evil than outright murdering them. Such it is with food. Vegetarians
don’t endorse the murder of animals, but we (yes I am vegetarian, not vegan) are complicit in
the exploitation of animals for milk and eggs. In terms of the polarity of morality, it’s certainly
better than slaughter. But we are not absolved. No one gets it perfect. What’s important is to
recognize where can do better and actually strive to do it. If we recognize we live in bad realities
and deem to stay in them we are to blame.

Chapter 24: Truth Cypher Conclusion

We are compelled by myriad visions and versions of reality. What are the effects of these
realities on us and others? Are they harmful? Eliminate realities that compel us to do and
endorse harm. Co-create a universe that promotes freedom, compassion, love and Great Truth.

